Hard facts
8000 square metres of open-air
storage facilites

2000
square metres of bonded
warehouse capacity

LOGISTICS

250 metres of
quay wall

6
forklifts (2.5 – 16 tons)
1reachstacker (up to 46 tons)

SHOT Packing Center is where it all happens. Located at the
heart of Hamburgs former free port, our logistics center is in close
proximity to all terminals. With our own 250 metres of quay wall
and a full range of heavy equipment at our disposal we are able
to handle your freight with exceptional professionalism,
speed and flexibility. Whatever your needs are, we have the
capacities to offer you an individual full-service solution:
- loading and unloading of carrier / barge
- temporary storage possibilities
- consolidation service at warehouse for further export transfer
- professional and optimised stuffing and lashing of box
and flat rack containers
- handling of overdimensioned cargoes up to 40 tons
- import handling ex carrier incl. customs clearance
- unloading and incoming goods inspection
- professional pallet order picking, palletisation, labelling
and handling of LCL cargoes
- delivery control
- processing of return shipments
- tracking and tracing
- quality assurance – we are ISO 9001:2008 certified

Soft values
We believe in Hanseatic merchant etiquette,
which means a handshake is as good as a contract.
We believe that mutual trust between us and our
customers is the base for doing business successfully.
We believe that the core of our success
are contented employees.
We believe that every business is a people business,
which is why we run ours the way we do.

Terminal operation is an integrated key component of our fullservice logistics package:
- loading and unloading of barges and bulk vessels
- container depot
Value added services are that extra mile we go for you because
we want to do literally all we can in to order to make our
customers happy:
- quality assessment of merchandise according to your
specifications
- re-packing of merchandise with damaged export or trade
packaging
- commissioning and completing of assortment boxes
- neutralisation of merchandise in order to disguise the origin
- assembly and repair works on your merchandise
- assembly of displays
- handling of return shipments

TRANSPORT
Seafreight is our core competence. We offer you full flexibility and
favourable rates thanks to our large international network of exclusive partners. Benefit from our profound knowledge and experience
in safe, reliable, and cost-efficient shipping solutions –
inland and intercontinental. The cornerstones of our seafreight
services are:
- worldwide FCL shipping
- short sea shipping
- cross trade shipping
Are you shipping to or from South America?
Then, SHOT LOGISTICS are your experts for all projects. You will
have to look very hard to find someone who knows South America
better than we do. So, whatever your needs are, just talk to us
and let us be part of your solution.
Trucking, just like seafreight, requires a lot of expertise in order
to offer reliable, fast, and competitive services – which is exactly
what we do. SHOT LOGISTICS is your full-service partner for road
transport:
- truck transports national and international
- flexibility and independence thanks to our own fleet
- FTL / LTL

Crosstrades is a key competence area in our globalised business
world. At SHOT LOGISTICS, we are dedicated to tailor transportation solutions to satisfy your individual needs – at outstandingly
attractive rates. Our long-term experience in cross trading allows us
to offer you:

SHOT LOGISTICS GMBH

- a global network of established agents
- a variety of shipping options from all corners of the globe
- one single contact person for the entire shipment,
from pick-up to delivery
- very quick delivery of documentation and B/L as well as
providing a house B/L upon request
- billing of ocean freight in US dollars upon request
- flexibility through the optional use of different trade lanes

Tel.: +49 40 25 49 35-90
Fax: +49 40 25 49 35-910

Airfreight is your shipping method of choice when you need things
to get there faster. We are happy to help you with that, too.
We provide:
- air transport national and international
- export and import handling worldwide
- safe and reliable handling at competitive rates

Wendenstrasse 309
20537 Hamburg
Germany

info@shotlogistics.com
www.shotlogistics.com
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